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Staggering change  
is happening fast

“You have to always be ‘leaning in’  
to the future … or the future wins  
every time.” Jeff Bezos

Democratization  
of Access

9 Years

Accelerating  
Technologies

Scientific  
Discoveries

Current rate for the global annual  
scientific output to double



If you can’t adapt quickly,  
you get dislocated

“The half-life of a paradigm shift  
has gone from 50 years to 5 in my  
lifetime. We need to see differently  
in order to look ahead and make sure  
that what’s next doesn’t suck.”
— John Seely Brown

15 Years15 Years7 Years

Average life expectancy  
of a Fortune 500  
company in 2017

Average rate at which  
humanity adapts to changes  

in environment

From introduction of
new technology to it
becoming ubiquitous



The future is not shaped  
by one discipline alone

Magic happens when  
perspectives collide

Of global unicorns have core  
roots in design & the arts21%

Artists see the impact of technology  
decades before it happens but
nobody pays attentions to them.
— Marshall McLuhan



A new breed of innovators  
is leading the way

Science as subversion has a long  
history. If science ceases to be  
rebellion against authority then  
it does not deserve the talents  
of our brightest children.
— Freeman Dyson

Scientists, Makers,  
Creators and Artists



We help you seize opportunity

Thematic Exploration Business Acceleration Creative Interventions

Immersive EventsInterdisciplinary InsightsCommunity Activation



A unique platform blending science, 
technology, business and culture

Est. 2014, Berlin / LA Est. 2017, LA / Berlin

STATE Festival is a melting pot for a dynamic new  
scene of curious minds that bridge disciplines. Our
mission is to explore and challenge the boundaries  
of present knowledge and to shape ideas for our  
future. Fostering interdisciplinary collaborations  
and a critical dialogue on cutting-edge research  
that impacts society, STATE Festival creates a  
meeting ground for science and the public. At  
STATE, scientific inquiry meets artistic expression,  
creating an iconic event that is open, participatory  
and interdisciplinary.

STATE Studio is a radical accelerator and an 
inspiration incubator. Our mission is to drive the
innovation of tomorrow. Uniting the two most
diverse and courageous creative ecosystems in the
world, the Studio integrates culture and society in 
its thinking and stands for a new approach to
innovation and creativity. It is the physical
manifestation of STATE and home not only to
innovative start-ups, but  also artists, 
interdisciplinary creatives and cultural rebels. 
Offering custom events and initiatives, it provides a 
dynamic platform for partners to deeply engage
and lean into STATE’s themes and ecosystem.

Festival Studio



STATE Studio

Venture Development

Office Space & Community Residencies & Local HubShowcases & Prototype Exhibition

Cultural Program & Events Coaching



STATE Festival

Film ScreeningsWorkshops Interactives

Talks & Panels Exhibition Performances

› Watch 2016 Festival Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8dj0nQ6mWd4


Exploring core transformational
changes in science, technology,
business and society

Artificial Intelligence* Longevity*

Smart MaterialsGenetic Engineering Space 2.0

Autonomous Vehicles Virtual Reality Future Mobility Sustainable Energy

Nanotechnology

*thematic tracks which we are exploring at the moment



Uniting the two most  
fearless, creative cities

„The greatest cultural extravaganza  
that one could imagine." David Bowie  
on Berlin

„Tip the world over on its side  
and what is loose will land in Los  
Angeles." Frank Lloyd Wright

200.000
Researchers in Berlin

400.000
Professional Creatives in LA

2017: The 50th Anniversary of  
Sister Cities Berlin & Los Angeles

$5.5B
Venture Capital

5000
Startups Los Angeles

Berlin



Engaging a global community  
of rebel innovators

10K+
Scientists & Artists

20+
Countries

50+
Academic Institutions

75
Startups & Corporations

14M
Press reach in 2016

50%
Female

Our Current Ecosystem



“Fantastic, ingenious, experimental!”
— Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung

Prior years partners included:



Team

Dr. Christian Rauch  
Science & Technology

STATE Festival
Paul Drude Institute  
Science Slam Helsinki

Jonathan Kraft  
Entrepreneurship

Pandora
Idealab
LiftOff

Davide Berruto  
Design

Environment  
TI Capital  
LiftOff



This is how you get involved

1. Become a thematic partner
2. Exhibit at the gallery
3. Choose from custom programming
4. Sponsor a key event



Join us on a
facilitated exploration
of transformational
themes in 
science & tech

1. Become a thematic partner

„If you don’t have an AI strategy, 
you are going to die  in the 
world that’s coming“ — Devin 
Weigh, CEO, eBay

„A lot of aging symptoms could, 
one day, become a thing of the 
past“ — XPRIZE Foundation

Longevity

Artificial Intelligence

OUR CURRENT THEMATIC TRACKS

#deep learning #ethical bias #natural
language #neural networks
#autonomous vehicles #emotions
#affective analytics #general
cognition #brain interfaces #avatars
#human machine interaction

• Engage with international thought
leaders

• Uncover novel trends and
developments

• Experience multiple partner events
per year: Conferences; Hackathons; 
Startup pitches; Workshops; 
Networking dinners

#genetic engineering #telomerase
#neurobiology #e-health #social
implications #anti-aging #personalized
medicine #transhumanism #longevity
lifestyle #prosthesis #dna sequenzing
#synthetic biology



A rotating exhibit of
cutting edge science, 
design and
innovation

• Test feedback and iterate prototype designs

• Activate an early community around your
innovation

• Engage in artistic collaborations

2. Exhibit at the gallery

SCIENCE PROTOTYPES

• 5 000 sq. ft of exhibition space• Located in the heart of downtown Los 
Angeles

• Surrounded by 30 acres of restaurants, 
stores and creative office space

• Research prototypes
• Product launches
• Art installations



HOW

Hackathons

Design Storms

Brainfood

Science Slams 

SpeedDating

Workshops

Gathering

Showcase
Displays

Accelerator
Mentorship

Art Exhibits
& Films

WHY

From hackathons to
large festivals: We
concept unique
immersive events to
suit your specific
needs

3. Choose from custom programming
A DIVERSE SET OF TEMPLATES FOR CUSTOM EVENTS

• Fostering Art/Science collaborations

• Activating communities and crowd-
sourcing

• Providing unique inspiration



Engage with our
community and show
leadership through
authentic and
innovative events

4. Sponsor a key event

After a much acclaimed first edition in Nov 2016 in Berlin, now for the
first time in the US.

STATE	of Emotion	–
The	Sentimental	Machine
OCT 5TH -8TH 2017, LOS ANGELES

FORMATS: Exhibition, Conference, Workshops, Pitches, 
Performances, Interactives, Films
THEMES: Artificial Intelligence, Emotions Research, Affective
Analytics, Neuroenhancement, Affective Computing, Digital Empathy

GRAND OPENING
STATE Studio Los Angeles:

READ 2016 FESTIVAL PROGRAM WATCH 2016 FESTIVAL VIDEO

• Support cultural exchange around
science, art and technology

• Advertise your brand and promote your 
innovations

• Recruit novel talent and make new
connections

https://issuu.com/statefestival/docs/state_festival_2016_-_program
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8dj0nQ6mWd4


partnerships@statefestival.org 
www.statefestival.org

facebook.com/statefestival  
twitter.com/state_festival  
flickr.com/statefestival  
vimeo.com/statefestival

We look forward to exploring  
partnership models and working  
on custom approaches that  
maximize the value to you and  
your organization.

Join the Movement


